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As April, the cruellest month according to T.S. Eliot, moves seamlessly into May, our thoughts turn to poetry 
and what we actually mean by the term. At our last meeting, we looked at different types of writing and 
considered why some pieces may be regarded as prose and others verse. As an example, we saw how 
Tennyson’s ‘Charge of the Light Brigade’ could, with a different arrangement on the page, almost be 
regarded as prose, while the opening lines of Dickens’s ‘A Tale of Two Cities’ could be viewed as positively 
poetic.  We also examined the Haiku which, as Dr Greg reminded us in his presentation, is defined not so 
much by words but by syllables with a rigid structure of 17 divided into three lines of five, seven and five. No 
deviation allowed. He even coined a new word, ‘Prostry’. which involves conveying not only ideas but also 
emotion, whether one chooses to call the result poetry or prose. All this leads conveniently and inevitably to 
this month’s homework in which we are invited, seduced and solicited, to compose some verse – out of 
the comfort zone for some, straightforward for others. For the poets, the brief is to write a poem. Simple 
enough but please also add a piece of prose expressing the same sentiment. For us non-poets, we need to 
place a spotlight on an emotional section of our story and express it as a poem. With luck, this will lead to a 
moment of self discovery for all of us. To help us, Greg, in his recent email, quoted the Oxford English 
Dictionary definition of poetry. Or how about these? 

Prose: Written or spoken language in ordinary form without metrical structure. 

Poetry: From the Greek ‘poiesis’, literature using aesthetic and often rhythmic qualities of language, eg 
phonoaesthetics or sound symbolism and metre to evoke meanings. I think we all knew that. 

In other news, Greg spotted  

Linda’s book at the London Book Fair. 

 A well deserved piece of national  

exposure which we all hope leads 

 to extra sales.
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Below is a link to the latest interac0ve workshop and webinars from Writers Online. Chainlinks is a crea0ve and 

arts opportuni0es site sponsored by Cheshire West and Chester Council. I’ve also included contact details for 

this year’s Dulwich Flash Fic0on compe00on, deadline June 5. I should draw your aDen0on to the final of their 

seven rules of entry which states: ‘Entries submiDed posthumously will not be eligible.’ You have been warned. 

Hope to see everyone at our next mee0ng… 

hDps://mail.writers-online.co.uk/73DN-32ON-ZSVPV-1MRKT-1/c.aspx 

file:///C:/Users/ADMIN/Downloads/Chainlinks%20May%202022%20(1).pdf 

www.dulwichfes0val.submit.com 

Thank you for reading and if you wish to contribute any articles or would like to see specific items in the newsletter, please let us know at 

mail@chorleywriters.org.uk

Our membership fees remain £25 pa with guest fees £5 per session. If you join after January, fees are on a sliding scale. Details can be found on our 

website chorleywriters.org.uk. If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, please advise us at mail@chorleywriters.org.uk
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